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Kings Forest School – Prospect Crescent  

School Keep Clears Review 
Feedback Report 

 

 
Purpose of the report  
This report is to feedback the results from the Kings Forest School, Prospect Crescent - School Keep Clears Review 
consultation that took place between 16th March and 6th of April 2020.  
 
Background 
Requests were received in 2017 to install school keep clear markings in Prospect Crescent due to inconsiderate 
and obstructive parking. 
 
Purpose of Scheme 
The purpose of the scheme is to improve safety outside the School and restrict areas where dangerous or 
obstructive parking takes place.  
  
Proposed Scheme 
It is proposed to install school keep clears markings in the turning head of Prospect Crescent and install one new 
sign on one post and promote a TRO (Traffic Regulation Order) to make the lining enforceable. It is proposed that 
the markings will be in force between Monday and Friday, 8am and 6pm. 
 
Drawing Reference 
Drawing number T303-1457-001 shows the proposals. 
 
Consultation  
Details of the proposals including a plan and statement of reasons were posted on the South Gloucestershire 
website. The Council sent postcards advising of the consultation to all properties affected by the proposals. In 
addition, notices were posted and maintained in the area for the 3 week consultation period. Local members and 
the emergency services, amongst other statutory stakeholders were invited by email to view the consultation.  
 
Feedback from the consultation 
The online consultation drawingT303-1457-001 was viewed a total of 25 times. There were 5 individuals and 
organisations that responded to the consultation via the questionnaire and no other responses received via other 
methods. 
The comments received as part of the consultation have now been reviewed.   
The respondents were asked to fill out a questionnaire. Figures 1 and 2 show the results of the questionnaire 
responses.  
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Figure 1: 

 
Figure 1 shows that the majority of people disagree with installing school keep clears in Prospect Crescent. 

 
Figure 2: 

 
Figure 2 also shows that the majority of people disagree with installing school keep clears in Prospect Crescent. 
 
The comments received as part of the consultation have now been reviewed.  The comments/concerns received 
via the online questionnaire are in appendix A. 
 
Future Programme 
In light of the lack of support and responses received, the scheme has been abandoned.   
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Appendix A 
  

Comments received via the online questionnaire 
 

Officers Response 

I completely disagree that residents of the cul de sac should have 
to worry about parking their OWN vehicles outside their homes 
just because there is an inappropriately placed access point to the 
school. The school parents are heavily present between 8:30 am 
and 9.15am which leaves residents unable to access their own 
homes, or struggle to leave the cul de sac because they are 
ALWAYS double parked and parked inappropriately over private 
driveways. As someone that works shifts, I often find if extremely 
difficult to park outside my own home on a morning following a 
night shift - with no consideration from the parents of the school. 
Again from 2pm until 3:30 the cul de sac is again extremely busy, 
with parents often sitting outside the school in their cars from as 
early as 2pm. During these times ALL residents find it extremely 
difficult to gain access to their own property, the vehicles are 
always double parked and parked over residents driveways. The 
access to the school is on a drop kerb area which is access to the 
residents rear of homes and private garages however these are 
VERY difficult to access due to cars parked directly in the way, and 
also parents stood outside the gates and driveways. Due to the 
fact the cars are double parked at school run times, emergency 
vehicles would be unable to access the cul de sac, in particular to 
gain access to those that live in the bottom nearest the school. 
This cul de sac should not have the new proposed road markings 
as shown in the consultation, but should be a clear NO DROP OFF 
or PICK UP ZONE for the school. This should then be monitored. 
NO parents should be driving down the cul de sac to drop of or 
collect their children. Not only does this create havoc for residents 
but with the double parking and unsafe parking, it is a serious risk 
for those children and parents which choose to walk to school. 
There are other roads within the area that have these signs which 
state no access for school and therefore that is what I would like. 
We have emailed the head teacher about the problems with the 
parents parking, and have even had police monitor the cul de sac 
however this has made no difference to the unsafe parking. At the 
front of the school on station road there are already these no 
parking signs in relation to the school however on many occasion I 
have seen cars parked on the lines dropping their kids off. I do not 
believe the lines will make any difference to parents dropping or 
collecting their children. 

Thank you for your comments. 
In light of the lack of support and responses 
received, the scheme has been abandoned.   
A no drop or pick up zone is not something the 
council can implement as there is not such 
restriction.  
The council, as Highway Authority, can only 
implement restrictions that are found in the 
Traffic Signs Regulations.  You will find these 
summarised in the Highway Code. 

This parking proposal would not only make absolute no difference 
to the problems we have on this road, but only cause havoc for 
the residents who have vehicles parked in this road on a daily 
basis. This road is very difficult to park on as the added double 
yellow lines at the top of the road has enforced people To park in 
the cul de sac rather than on the main road. Parents without fail 
cause this road to grid lock on a daily basis between 8-9am and 2-
3.30pm. On many occasions parking over driveways and causing 
unsafe situations for walking parents. The access for the school 
constantly blocks our access to our garages during these times, as 
residents who pay ground rent on that access road, is being 
illegally used by the school. There needs to be a more effective 
plan other than cause more problems for the residents. I may note 
at times it is almost impossible for any emergency vehicles to 
access these houses at the bottom of the cul de sac which could 
cause serious problems in the future. I can enclose an image of 
another situation at barley close cul de sac where it is sign posted 

Thank you for your comments. 
In light of the lack of support and responses 
received, the scheme has been abandoned.   
There is no way to stop parents from entering 
the road without stopping the residents as well.  
The signs near Barley Close are not 
prescribed/legal signs therefore the council 
would not look to install these in Prospect 
Crescent.  
Closing the access to the school in Prospect 
Crescent is something the residents would need 
to take up with the school.  
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that parents under no circumstance can access the school down 
that road. I would suggest the school not to use this entrance 
what so ever having already 2 points of access as I'm sure this 
entrance on prospect crescent is not up to building regulations.  

 
Whilst i agree with the scheme in principle, i can see no valid 
reason for the council's proposal to enforce the the restrictioins 
up until 6pm. The school day ends at 3.30pm and there no reason 
to continue these restrictions for two and a half hours after the 
children have gone home. Local residents will be returning home 
from work from 4pm onwards and will be restricted from parking 
adjacent to their own homes. 

Thank you for your comments. 
In light of the lack of support and responses 
received, the scheme has been abandoned.   

Hi, personally I don't think that this should be installed due to lack 
of parking for the road as it is let alone in not being able to park in 
them times over your own drive etc... but my main point would be 
that the school is using a lane that is not even owned by them or 
council! the lane from the lowered curb to the gate is in-fact a 
private lane owned by the leaseholder to the houses. Which we all 
pay ground rent to use. So I purpose the gate gets shut and should 
only be available to emergency services when needed. Then we 
would not need this saving the council money. It's a walk in 
entrance that is not walked to! The sheer lack of respect for the 
local homeowners and problems it causes, it should be shut! Proof 
from my deeds available. 

Thank you for your comments.  
In light of the lack of support and responses 
received, the scheme has been abandoned.   
Closing the access to the school in Prospect 
Crescent is something the residents would need 
to take up with the school.  This sort of change 
may need planning consent because it will put 
additional pressure on the other entrances and 
make it more difficult for parents/children to 
walk to school, because those using this entrance 
may now have to walk further.. 

i don't see why the residents in the street are being penalised 
where they are able to park. the problem is not with the residents 
along the road. The problem lies with the parents/careers of the 
children that are being picked up. they like to park across my drive 
causing more disruption. people that are picking their children / 
grandchildren up should not be allowed to use our street to park 
and wait for them to come out of school. the road is not the 
biggest to start with so parents that pick their children up make it 
more dangerous for residents that need to park their cars also the 
children coming out of school. some residents in our street work 
shift work therefore meaning they normally park their car where 
you plan to put these road markings, so that means if there are no 

Thank you for your comments.  
In light of the lack of support and responses 
received, the scheme has been abandoned.  
There is no way to stop parents from entering 
the road without stopping the residents as well. 
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other spaces within the road they have to park outside of the 
street to comply with the times that you would like to bring in 
force which i do not believe to be fair, as i have said before where 
the residents park is not the issue its the parents parking up and 
waiting for their children from 2pm. i oppose this proposition and 
even if some how you manage to get it approved then personally i 
dont think the people picking up their children from school are 
going to comply as they park across our drive ways and block the 
roads now anyway. i think there should be a ban on parents 
parking in our street to pick up their children. the problems stem 
from the above and i don't feel that the residents should have to 
be penalised for other peoples actions. 
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